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Abstract: 

Advances in mobility technology are expected to bring significant societal impacts. Many 
challenges remain to be addressed in achieving safe and energy-efficient mobility. This talk 
introduces some recent advances in control strategies to highlight several solutions. Firstly, for 
safety-critical applications, it is important to guarantee that the systems can operate safely 
anytime even with the occurrence of failures. Meanwhile, the system’s availability should be 
maximized. I will present a set-theoretic and reference governor-centric fault-tolerant control 
strategy that exploits nesting between sets to satisfy constraints in all phases of failure detection, 
isolation, and reconfiguration. In the second part of the talk, I will focus on motion planning and 
control for autonomous driving applications. In the foreseeable future, autonomous vehicles are 
expected to operate together with human-driven vehicles in traffic. Thus, the cognitive behaviors 
of human drivers should be considered during the autonomous driving control development. I 
will present an energy-efficient autonomous driving policy trained by reinforcement learning 
using a battery electric vehicle powertrain model and a level-k game-theoretic interactive traffic 
model. To conclude the talk, I will highlight some results of the most recent development for a 
strategy that increases the chance of successful overtaking on two-lane rural highways and 
guarantees collision-free trajectory tracking using set-theoretic and optimal control methods.  
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